FAN HEALTH AND SAFETY
The goal of the Southeastern Conference and Mercedes-Benz Stadium is to provide a safe experience for
student-athletes, coaches, fans, officials and staff.
All guests will be required to wear face coverings (over the nose and mouth) - only exception is when
actively eating or drinking. All event staff and employees will wear face coverings at all times.
Ticketholders will be asked to complete a COVID-19 self-screening as an added safety precaution.
Lines will be queued, with 6-feet distancing markers, at all gates, concession stands, restrooms and
merchandise locations.
Contactless Experience: Mercedes-Benz Stadium accepts card or mobile payment only, and mobile tickets
only for entry. Entry to the stadium at Gate 2 is contactless and faster via new innovative metal detectors.
Seating: All ticket groups will be social distanced with 6 feet between each group. Also, all aisle seats will
be blocked to avoid close contact with fans walking up and down the aisles.
Concessions: a simplified menu of pre-packaged items to minimize contact and decrease transaction
times. Order from your seat and pick-up when ready.
Restrooms: layouts have been modified to provide proper social distancing. During the game, restroom
attendants will regularly clean and disinfect areas.
Reduced elevator and escalator capacity will be enforced.
Thousands of signs encouraging fans to social distance and follow CDC guidelines.
Hand sanitizer dispensers are installed throughout the stadium, including at each gate.
Enhanced cleaning and sanitization procedures throughout the stadium prior to and during the game.
Mercedes-Benz Stadium, a leader in innovation, will use drone technology to sanitize key areas.
We have taken enhanced health and safety measures for everyone entering Mercedes-Benz
Stadium. All fans must follow all instructions from associates and as posted throughout the
building while visiting Mercedes-Benz Stadium.
Fans with pre-existing health conditions, or those who are at a greater risk, should consider not attending
sporting events during these unprecedented times.
Please stay home if you or anyone who you have been in close contact with has recently tested
positive for COVID-19 or recently experienced a fever, ailment, or any symptoms consistent
with COVID-19 .

